FINE (F)
No Faults Noted... MINT!

NEAR FINE (NF)
Approaching Fine, minor defects only.

VERY GOOD (VG)
A read copy, still very tight. Cover luster and gloss possibly showing wear. Possible bends/creases. Pages could be tan & browning. Still a collector grade copy.

GOOD (G)
The average used book. Well to heavily read, perhaps soiled, but still complete & intact. Spine heavily creased. Possible tears/chipping/writing etc.

FAIR (FAIR)
A fairly worn book, complete and together, that's about it.

READING COPY (RC)
Complete & that's it. Many flaws. Pages possibly detached but all present.

All grades may have a '+' or '-' denoting slightly better or worse shape for that average grade.